
Results and rankings tablesPosted by ****JB**** - 2020/06/10 11:55_____________________________________Hello everybody.Would it be possible on the KBB Site home page to have a small place where the administrators would place the result of the races (the usual table with the graphics and that of the general classification (blue with the classification of all the races)?But always in the same place:side: Personally each time I have to search the site or find these two tables. I am even sure that some of the last members who have arrived in recent times do not even know that they exist. I thank you in advance.Cordially.B)============================================================================Aw: Results and rankings tablesPosted by Nobody - 2020/06/10 12:25_____________________________________I think the way it is is very good!Just click 2020 in the Events menu on the left!All events of this year are in it. And the series in subfolders.Or I didn't understand you correctly.You can even find events at the Pilsbierbude below.Ich glaube so wie es ist ist es sehr gut!Klicke einfach links im MenÃ¼ Events auf 2020!Darin sind alle Events diesen Jahres. Und in Unterordnern die Serien.Oder ich habe dich nicht richtig verstanden.Weiter unten findest du sogar noch Events der Pilsbierbude.Nobody============================================================================Re:Results and rankings tablesPosted by ****JB**** - 2020/06/10 21:01_____________________________________Thank you for your response Nobody.You understood me very well. This is exactly what I am talking about.Since the whole time that I have been there I have never been in this menu because I thought it was a grouping of posters of the races of the year, before being classified in the menu (HISTORY). I had never even seen the sub-folders (IGTC ,,,, KBB ,,,, Porsche).I will explain why.a) 2020 is a title which is not explicit enough (2020 Event Ergebnisse or 2020 Event Results) because I don't know if the translator (small English flag at the top of the site) would do it correctly. Besides, when I click on 2020, on the page that appears we can read (Gesamt or Race) two different languages. If I click in a submenu like (IGTC etc ,,,,) still different (Rennen 01 and no longer Race) I understand that this is a German community site and it's all to your credit, (it's always better than nothing). But reading and understanding certain things here becomes a game of chance and luck.b) why i have never seen the subfolders before? Because having a screen of 80cm diagonal and a resolution of 1920x1080 if the site is in full screen, it is really too small to read and I have two big white spaces on the left as on the right of the window. So I zoom to 175% my window to take advantage of all the space, and of course when you click on 2020, the page readjusts and the full menu (Veranstaltungen or Events) goes lower. All this due to the fact that the site is not made with adaptive window coding it seems to me or automatic scaling if you prefer. In short if you can chat with colleagues for the 2020 title it would be better.Regards JBPS: Sorry Nobody for the length of the message, but I like to kick the anthills :) I hope you understand the meaning of the sentence.============================================================================Aw: Results and rankings tablesPosted by Nobody - 2020/06/10 21:41_____________________________________no problem:)============================================================================Re:Results and rankings tablesPosted by Nilski98 - 2020/06/11 20:21_____________________________________****JB**** wrote:a) 2020 is a title which is not explicit enough (2020 Event Ergebnisse or 2020 Event Results)I mean, on the English page the whole section is called Event Results, so that should be more than enough to know what the 2020 means. :)b) why i have never seen the subfolders before? Because having a screen of 80cm diagonal and a resolution of 1920x1080 if the site is in full screen, it is really too small to read and I have two big white spaces on the left as on the right of the window. So I zoom to 175% my window to take advantage of all the space, and of course when you click on 2020, the page readjusts and the full menu (Veranstaltungen or Events) goes lower. All this due to the fact that the site is not made with adaptive window coding it seems to me or automatic scaling if you prefer.I have this site on 150% zoom and to be fair, the subfolders for the different series are quite easy to spot, even if you have to scroll down a few cm (which you will do anyway to get to the latest event results).Disregard this post if anything was changed since your post yesterday though. :whistle:============================================================================Re:Results and rankings tablesPosted by ****JB**** - 2020/06/11 21:19_____________________________________Hi Nilski,I mean, on the English page the whole section is called Event Results, so that should be more than enough to know what the 2020 means.It is true, you are entirely right. But as I am neither German nor English, sometimes I have to translate twice before being sure I understand the meaning of the sentences in French. This is why I think that what is obvious for a person who immediately understands what he is reading has trouble entering the brains of others (example me :side: ) who must decipher a language B) For the second point, I do not agree too much because if we click on 2020, we focus on the page that appears and not automatically on the menu. But NPI will not rewrite a whole block here.I'm still happy to have talked about this detail which will allow me not to waste any more time to find what I am looking for after each race.Thanks to you two.============================================================================Re:Results and rankings tablesPosted by ****JB**** - 2020/06/12 11:08_____________________________________Hello,to understand the previous posts :side:  you will have to guess the end of each sentence.:woohoo: :evil:  No need for screen prints.:evil:============================================================================Re:Results and rankings tablesPosted by ****JB**** - 2020/06/12 11:24_____________________________________:evil: Even the buttons (Edit ,, Quote etc etc ,,,) disappear.:evil:Only the whole English Board is like that.:huh:============================================================================
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